ABSTRACT. Let T x be the full transformation semigroup on the set X and let S be a subsemigroup of Tx. We may associate with S a digraph g(5) with X as set of vertices as follows: / -► / e g(<S) iff there exists a 6 S such that a(i) = /. Conversely, for a digraph C having certain properties we may assign a semigroup structure, S(G), to the underlying set of G. We are thus able to establish a "Galois correspondence" between the subsemigroups of Tx and a particular class of digraphs on X. In general, 5 is a proper subsemigroup of S • 9 (S).
1. Introduction. In this article, we shaU focus our attention on graph closed subsemigroups of Tx ,i.e., subsemigroups S for which S • Q(S) -S. As might be expected, there is a close relationship between this class of semigroups and the "geometry" of the associated graphs.
The class of graph closed nil subsemigroups is particularly amenable to treatment via the "geometric" properties of the corresponding graphs. This is due, in part, to the fact that the graph of a nU subsemigroup of Tx may be interpreted as a partial order on X. Graph closed rdl subsemigroups are therefore the prime objects of our investigation. In particular, we determine the maximal nü subsemigroups of Tx and the maximal impotent semigroups of given nilpotency index and graph type. For finite X, we compute the order of closed nil subsemigroups of given nüpotency index and graph type. Furthermore, still for finite X, the number of isomorphism classes of maximal nU subsemigroups is determined and we show that every graph closed subsemigroup of a maximal nU semigroup N isa meta-ideal of N.
Throughout this paper E(S) denotes the set of idempotents of 5, W denotes the natural numbers, the number of elements in a set A* is denoted by | X\ and mappings are composed from right to left. For a finite set X, say X = { 1,2,..., «}, we use the notation of [1, p. 54] for elements of Tx, namely a -(i',i2 •••/-) is the function a(f) = L for aU / E X. This notation is particularly useful for corn-puting products, since (ixi2 •••/") (/, /2 • • • /") = (ï^ i¡2'" */")• 2. Algebraic graphs. Let X be a set and G a directed graph on X. For any i, / E X, we shall write i -■*•/ G G to mean that the directed edge (i, /) belongs to the graph G. A directed graph G is said to be transitive if for all i, j and k in X, I -* / EG and / -> k EG implies that / -> itGC.
2.1. Definition. A transitive graph G on a set X is said to be algebraic on X if for all i E X there exists jEX such that i-*-¡E G.
Let 5^ denote the set of all subsemigroups of the full transformation semigroup Tx for a set X, and let Gx be the set of all algebraic graphs on X. We introduce a function g from Sx to Gx and a function S from Gx to Sx such that g ' S is the identity on Gx and S • g is a closure operator on Sx.
2.2. Definition. Let S E Sx. Construct a directed graph giS) on X as follows: for each i, j EX,i-+ j E giS) iff there exists a E S such that <*(/)=/.
It is clear that for each semigroup SESx,giS)EGx and so we have a function g: Sx -► Gx. 2.3. Definition. Let G E Gx. Define S (G) = {a G Tx\ for each i E X, a(i) = / implies that í -*j EG}.
Since G is algebraic, it follows that SiG) is a semigroup, i.e. SiG) E Sx. The following lemma is an immediate consequence of the above definitions.
2.3. Lemma, (i) IfSx, S2 E Sx and Sx C S2, then giSx) C g(S2).
(ii) IfGx, G2 E Gx and Gx C G2, then SiGx) C S(G2).
2.4. Theorem, g • S is the identity on Gx and S • g is a closure operator on Sx.
Proof. First we prove that g • S is the identity on Gx. Let G G Gx and suppose that i -> j E G. Define a G Tx by a(i) = /, while for each k G X\{ /}, a(k) = / where / is any element of X such that k-+lEG. At least one such / must exist for each k, since G is algebraic. Thus a G S(G), and so i -*f G g ' S(G). Thus G C g • S(G). Conversely, if i -*•/ G g • S(G), there exists a. E S(G) such that a(i) = j. This implies that i -*■ / G G and so g • S(G )CG, Thus G = g • S(G).
It is easily seen that S • g is a closure operator on Sx, i.e. that S • g has the following properties: (i) for each SESX,S C S • g(S), (ii) if S, TE Sx and 5 C J, then S • g(S) C S • g(T), and (in) S • g is idempotent.
2.5. Definition. For each S E Sx, let S -S • g(S).
2.6. Definition. For each directed graph G on a set X, we define a directed graph 1(G), called the idealized graph of G (for reasons which will be License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use apparent in Lemma 2.10), as follows: let i, / EX. Then i-*jE 1(G) iff for aUkEX:
(i) j-+k EG impUes that i-*kEG, and (ii) k-* i EG implies that k-*j EG.
Observe that the idealized graph of any algebraic graph contains the directed edges i-+i\/iEX. 2.7. Theorem IfGEGx, then l(G )EGxandGC 1(G).
Proof. Suppose G E Gx. To show that 1(G) E Gx, it is sufficient to show that G C 1(G) and 1(G) is transitive. Let i -*■/ £ G. Then for all k E X, if; ->kEG, then I" ->• & E G, whüe if fc -► i E G, then k-+jEG. Thus i -*/ E 1(G); and so G C 1(G). Now, to prove that 1(G) is transitive, let / -■*■ / E 1(G), / -> k E 1(G). We must show that i -* k E 1(G). Let fc -► / E G.
Then / -► / E G and so i -* / e G. On the other hand, if / -► i E G, then / -► /EG and thus l-*kEG. Therefore i -* k E 1(G). Let us return now to a consideration of the closure operator on Sx. The natural course to take, when one has a closure operator, is to single out the "closed" objects for investigation.
2.8. Definition. A semigroup S E Sx is said to be graph closed if 5 = S. It is clear that not aU elements of Sx are graph closed. For example, the only subgroups of Tx which are graph closed are the trivial groups. Thus graph closed semigroups are far removed from groups. An interesting class of graph closed semigroups, as we shall see, are the graph closed nil subsemigroups of Tx. We begin with an investigation of the properties of graph closed semigroups in general. The first observation to be made is that a graph closed semigroup is completely described by its graph. A convenient presentation of a graph closed semigroup on a finite set can be obtained by a table in the following way: let X = {1,2,...,«}, and let S E Sx be graph closed. Make a table with n columns, one for each element of X, and in the column corresponding to i E X, write down aU elements j EX such that / -> j E g(S ). Then an element a of S is obtained by choosing one element from each column, say j¡ is chosen from the ith column for each i E X, and setting a = (jx j2 • • • /"). Moreover, each element of S is obtained in this way, and distinct choices obviously give different elements of S. For each i E X, let nt be the number of elements in the ith column, i.e. «,. is the number of elements j EX such that there exists aES with a(i) = /.
2.9. Theorem (Counting lemma). Let X be a finite set and S ESX be graph closed. Then \S\ = fl¡^x n¡. 
S(G)CI(5).
Conversely we prove that 1(5) C S(G). Suppose this is not so, and choose ß E J(S)\S (G ). Then there exist i, j EX such that i-* j E G but 0(i) = /. It follows that for some k EX, either
If ( o cr-io Clearly, 1(G) =~G and G is not the complete graph on X. In the last section, it will be shown that for finite X, any graph closed subsemigroup of a maximal nil semigroup in Tx is a meta-ideal of the maximal nil semigroup. The final observation of this section is the not unexpected result that two isomorphic graph closed semigroups are embedded in Tx in the same way iff their graphs are isomorphic.
2.11. Theorem. Let Sx and S2 be graph closed subsemigroups of Tx. Then g(Sx) =* g(S2) iff there exists an automorphism h of Tx such that h induces an isomorphism between Sx and S2.
Proof. Let g(S , ) =* g(S2) be an isomorphism a. Then a can be considered as an element of SymiX) CTX. Let ca : Tx -+ Tx denote conjugation by a, i.e. ca(y) = a7a-1 for all y E Tx. Then ca E Aut(T^). We prove that ca\Sx is an isomorphism from Sx onto 52. It is sufficient to prove that ea(5,) C 52 since by symmetry of argument, c~1(52) C Sx and so ca is surjective, whence it is bijective. Let7G5r
Then ctt( y) = a ya~l. We must show that for all i EX, i-* aya~l(i) E g(S2). Let / = a_I(i), and * = 7(/)-Then / -* k E g(Sx) and so a(/) -+ a(k) E g(S2). But a(j) = i, a(k) = ay(j) = aya~l(i) and so i -+ aya'1^) E g(S2). Thus ca\Sx is an isomorphism from S j onto S2. Conversely, suppose there exists an automorphism h of Tx whose restriction to Sx is an isomorphism from Sx onto S2. Since every automorphsim of Tx is inner [2] , there exists a E Sym(A") such that h = ca. Now a is a bijection on X. We prove that a preserves direction. Let i -* j E g(Sx). Then there exists ß E Sx such that ß(i) = /. Let ca(ß) = yES2. Then ß = a"'ya and so a"'ya(i) -j, whence 7(0(1)) = a(/) and so a(i) -* a(/) E g(S2). By symmetry, (ca)~l = c~l also preserves direction. Thus g(Sx) =* g(S2).
3. Nil semigroups of Tx. In this section we show that the set of graph closed nil subsemigroups of Tx is a very tractable class of graph closed elements of Sx to study. The principal observation to be made is that the graph of a nil element of Sx "is" a partial order on X having certain properties. Many of the observations to be made about nil graph closed elements of Sx are intuitively clear from a consideration of the graph of the semigroup.
3.1. Lemma. Let S ESX be nil with zero %. Then the set of fixed points of each element of S is %(X).
Proof. Let a EX. For each 1 E %(X), i = %(j) for some/E A1 and so a(i) = oi%(j) = £(/) = /. Thus a fixes 1. Now suppose that for some / E X, a(j) = j. Then for each positive integer 11, a"(j) = j. Since 5 is nil, a" = £ for some n. Thus £(/) = / and so / E %(X).
3.2. Definition. For a nil semigroup S ESX with zero %, let Fix(5) = %(X). In particular, Fix({£}) is denoted by Fix(ij).
We now establish that the relation on X determined by g(S) for nil S is a partial order with set of minimal elements Fix(S) and having the property that every element of X\Fix(S) is greater than exactly one element of Fix (5). 3.3. Definition. Let S E Sx be nil. Then for i", / E X, let 1 >s j iff 1 = / or there exists a E S such that a(f) = /. This is clearly a reflexive, transitive relation on X. Suppose that i >s j and / >s 1. If 1 =/= /, then there exist a, ß E S such that a(i) = / and J3(/) = 1 whence ßa.(i) = 1 and so 1 E Fix(5). But then 1 = /, a contradiction. Thus 1 = / and >s is antisymmetric, hence a partial order on X said to be induced by S. We remark that if S, TE Sx are nil and S C T, then 1 <s / implies 1 <r /. (ii) for ail / G X, there exists a unique i G F(G) such that /->/£ G, then G is said to be a nil graph. For each i G X, let iF he the unique element of F(G) whose existence is asserted by (ii).
It is readily apparent that if 5 G Sx is nil, then g(S) is nil, while if G G Gx is nil, then S(G) is nil. We denote by <G the partial order on X induced by S(G). For i, j EX with i <G /, the closed interval with end points i and / shaU be denoted by [i, j]G. If [i, /]
G is a chain with n + 1 elements, it is said to be of length n. FinaUy, a nil graph for which every chain is of length less than or equal to k, and some chain is of length k, is caUed a fc-nUpotent graph. For a nUpotent graph G on a set X, we can define a function from X into W, caUed the height function on X corresponding to G. (ii) hG(i) = 0iffiEF(G). 4. Maximal nil semigroups in Tx. We concern ourselves now with the determination of the maximal nil semigroups, and more generally, the maximal knilpotent semigroups in Tx for any set X. It is sufficient by (3.4) to study nil semigroups 5 for which I Fix (5) Proof. This is immediate by the counting lemma.
It now follows from (3.4) that if % E E(TX), any maximal nfl subsemigroup in Tx having % as zero is graph closed, and its graph is a disjoint union of chains, each with minimum element.
43. Corollary. Let %EE(TX), for X finite. Then if n¡= \X¡\ for each i E Fixfji), the order of any maximal nil subsemigroup of Tx having % as zero is nf£Fix(ï) ("i -*)!• It would certainly appear that graph closed semigroups are described completely by their graphs and one might naturaUy expect to be able to describe the isomorphism classes of graph closed nil semigroups in terms of graphs. By (2.11), if G is a nil graph on X, the set of aU graph closed ml subsemigroups of Tx whose graphs are isomorphic to G is contained in an isomorphism class. In general, this containment is proper, i.e. there wiU exist graph closed nU semigroups which are isomorphic to S(G), but whose graphs are not isomorphic to G. Such semigroups must of course be embedded in Tx differently, i.e. they are not isomorphic via an automorphism of Tx .
The next result describes the isomorphism classes of maximal ml subsemigroups of Tx for a finite set X.
For n E W, let irfw) denote the set of aU unordered partitions of n. For fixed kE\i,k<n, define an equivalence relation Í on 7r(n) as foUows: let p E Ti(n) and let rk(p) = {m Ep\m > k}. Then forp, q E n(n), putpiL q iff rk(P) -r*(<?)-Now, each ml semigroup NESX determines a partition of I X\, namely p(rV) = {|jr,||/€Ffc(fV)}. In particular, for finite X, each nfl N E Sx is contained in a maximum ml MESX such that hN-hM. For finite X, every graph closed subsemigroup of any maximal nil subsemigroup TV of TX is a meta-ideal of A. We need some preliminary results to estab-
